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        I'm a Software Developer

        
          ... with over a decade of experience in the tourism industry. I began as a frontend specialist and later transitioned to backend development, mastering both domains.
        

        
          My journey has been about blending technology and travel seamlessly. I'm passionate about creating user-friendly applications and optimizing systems and APIs. I thrive on innovation and look forward to contributing my expertise to shape the future through technology.
        

        
      

      
        
          
        
      

    

    
      
        Open Source

        
          Data access objects

          Data access objects providing an abstract interface to persistence. So you can use them as usual Objects (in OOP) and simply call the "save" method to store them, without messing around with database specific things like SQL statements.

          
            
              
            
            GitHub: node-sql-dao
          

        

        

        
          another-fluent-validator

          Simple validator, but with an fluent interface.

          
            
              
            
            GitHub: node-fluent-validator
          

        

        

        
          urldecode for latin1 / ISO-8859-1

          
            aka: Percent-encoding or URL-encoding
            

            

            The standard methods "decodeURI" or "querystring" can't decode latin1 chars like %DF (ß), this decoder can. How it works: replace latin1 encodings with its utf-8 counterpart, than use querystring (node.js).
          

          
            
              
            
            GitHub: node-urldecode-latin1
          

        

        

        
          conf-cfg-ini Parser

          Parsing ini-files (also known as config, conf, or cfg) with Node.js.

          
            
              
            
            GitHub: conf-cfg-ini
          

        

        

        
          Example RESTful Microservices

          
            Just examples how I'am used to implement Services which are providing a RESTful interface.
            This includes the OpenAPI documentation and unit tests.
            First one is using Javascript second one with Typescript.
          

          
            
              
            
            GitHub: node-petstore-example and tsnode-petstore-example
          

        

      

      
        
          
        
      

    

    
      
        Apps & Games

        Maybe a little bit outdated, but you can find some little tools and games here: https://loge5.de

      

      
        
          
        
      

    

    
      
        Skills

        Backend

        
          
	Languages: PHP, Javasript (Node.js), Typescript, Java
	Frameworks: Yii, Express
	Testing: PHPUnit, Mocha
	API development: REST, SOAP, custom XML
	Tools: Swagger UI (OpenAPI), SoapUI


        
        Frontend

        
          
	Languages: Javascript, Typescript, CSS & SASS, Java (Android)
	Frameworks: jQuery, Angular, Vue.js, Twitter Bootstrap
	Tools: Burpsuite (security tests)


        
        Data

        
          
	Relational databases: MySql, MariaDB, SQLite, MsSQL
	Database design: normalization and ERM
	Document-oriented databases: MongoDb, ElasticSearch
	Caches: Redis, Couchbase, Memcache
	Machine Larning: Tensorflow with Python and Jupyter


        
        Dev-Ops

        
          
	Continuous Integration & Delivery: Jenkins, Nexus, GitLab, AWS
	Analysing and Monitoring: Grafana, Kibana, Redash
	Container: Docker, Kubernetes


        
        Processes

        
          
	Agile Software Development with Scrum & Kanban
	Tools: JIRA & Confluence


        
      

      
        
          
        
      

    

    
      
        Contact

        Just write me at rolf@loges.org

      

    

  